**RECONCILIATION GARDEN**

On Wednesday a group of students spent the morning in our Reconciliation Garden. Students gave the garden a well needed weed, fresh pine bark and pruned the plants. It’s great to see students enthusiastic about looking after this garden, which is traditionally the role of Grade 5/6.

**MAKING JESUS REAL (MJR)**

On Friday 11th, Mr Fab joined the Grade 5/6 team to engage student in the MJR (Making Jesus Real) program. Students had a great day being challenged, working together as a group and reflecting. Thanks to Mr Fab for joining our team and providing us with the opportunities to think about how our attitudes and values can affect our lives.

**SCIENCE DISCOVERY DAY**

Last Wednesday, students spent the day learning about ‘micro organisms’. We conducted research projects, science experiments with live micro-organisms and made pizzas bases using yeast. Students had a great day learning in a hands on environment and enjoying their homemade delicious pizzas.